A transition between two types of step alignment was observed in a multilayered InGaAs/GaAs quantum-dot (QD) structure. A change to larger QD sizes in smaller concentrations occurred after formation of a dislocation array. Cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra show a bimodal peak with lower energy peak enhancement when probing at lower ebeam energies. The two peaks separate as a result of QD interdiffusion. CL imaging and crosssectional transmission electron microscopy showed contrast from a dislocation array formed at the interface between GaAs and the first InGaAs QD layer. Strong QD emission in the near infrared (800 to 1100 nm) was obtained despite the presence of dislocations. 
There is considerable interest in multilayered quantum dot (QD) structures to increase gain in QD lasers and to achieve better spatial ordering in self-forming QDs. Buried strain fields from preformed islands induce vertical alignment in closely stacked QD layers [1, 2] . An added bonus is the observation of narrower photoluminescence (PL) lines in vertically aligned InAs/GaAs [2, 3] and InP/InGaP [4] QDs.
Besides vertical alignment, increased ordering within planes has been predicted [5] and experimentally demonstrated [5, 6] , making multilayer structures particularly promising. Recent experiments confirm increased spatial ordering; however, surface roughening is also seen after growth of a few QD layers in Ge/Si and InAs/GaAs. Combining self-organization and photolithography has recently shown to give very narrow inhomogeneous PL lines [7] . Other types of alignment are observed in non-patterned structures. These include bunched island strings at multi-atomic steps [8, 9] , and alignment via dislocation array slip plane interaction in Ge/Si islands [lo] . Ordered array formation is also seen in metallic island nucleation as in Ni on Au (1 1 1) [ 1 11 . These are all promising strategies to induce periodic nanostructure formation.
Issues to consider in using dislocation arrays to nucleate 111-V QDs include possible effects of dislocations on QD radiative recombination. A recent study of the optical evolution of InGaAs QD formation found a sharp drop in luminescence intensity [12] associated with an increase in the concentration of incoherent islands, suggesting the latter to be optically inactive.
However, dislocations do not seem to strongly affect the optical properties of InAs quantum dots on GaAs/Si substrates [13] . These apparently contradictory findings may be understood by considering differences in emission from incoherent islands and from coherent islands found near a misfit dislocation network.
In this work we discuss a new type of QD alignment for an InGaAdGaAs QD multilayered structure. QDs show a transition between two types of alignment at different stages of the growth, from step edge alignment along [OlO] to counter step alignment (along [loo]).
These and other structural changes were found after formation of a dislocation network at the specimens were prepared using standard ion milling and dimpling techniques. TEM specimens were investigated in a Phillips EM 430 operating at 300 keV. Cathodoluminescence (CL) was carried out in a JEOL JSM35C scanning electron microscope with a liquid He cold stage and a monochromater/mirror, and the signal collected with a liquid N, cooled Ge detector and lock-in techniques. Figure 1 shows the result of deposition of one layer of InGaAs islands or QDs on vicinal (100) GaAs. The QDs and surface steps are clearly seen, with islands forming "strings" along multi-atomic step edges. As seen in previous studies [9] , nucleation on steps is energetically favorable. Figure 1 shift, but of different magnitudes. The 1.266 eV peak originating from the smaller QDs shifts more, therefore the peaks separate completely with interdifussion. It can also be seen that interdiffusion here affects the two types of QDs very differently. The higher energy peak narrows considerably, while maintaining the same integrated intensity as the original peak. The lower energy peak shifts slightly less, and its integrated intensity is much reduced compared with the original peak (1 5 keV curve in figure 2 ). Part of these differences can be explained by varying surface conditions. For the larger dots near the surface, the QD layers range 10 to 900 nm from the surface. This might explain the different peak shape, since interdiffusion in the first and last layers is occurring under very different condition. The smaller QDs are 900 to 1000 nm from the surface, so the conditions are more homogeneous. Previous studies in intermixed coherent QDs have shown that intermixing does not have a detrimental effect on the low temperature PL intensity [17] . The loss in intensity of the first peak might indicate a less stable microstructure after interdiffusion. The effective critical thickness can be estimated using theoretical predictions [19] and experimental observations [20] . Considering an average or effective Indium composition over each QD layer plus GaAs spacer layers to be x= 0.067, the critical thickness (t,) is: 25 < t, I 45 nm. The experimental value will be closer to the upper limit, and the island formation will give some strain relaxation, which will increase the effective tc even further. This will give at least 4 dislocation free layers (QDs and GaAs spacers), so we expect formation of a misfit dislocation array at or after the fifth QD layer.
The QDs realign with increasing number of deposited layers. . However, in miscut stepped surfaces, mixed behaviors can be seen [21] . The mechanism by which dislocations mediate island nucleation is still unclear. If the larger QDs nucleate after formation of 5-10 layers of the smaller QDs, it seems unlikely that their ordering is triggered directly by the strain field from the dislocations, because these are too far from the area of island nucleation (50 to 100 nm away).
The increase in QD size and decrease in their concentration with further deposition of QD layers is seen after formation of the dislocation array. The strain in the film is reduced due to plastic deformation. The natural length scale associated with strain driven islanding is proportional to AI'/"&', where AI' is the change in surface energy, M is the elastic modulus and E is the lattice mismatch strain. When dislocations are introduced, there is an effective change in E and larger islands could be formed because of lower effective mismatch [22] . This abrupt change in effective E is the most likely explanation for the increase in island sizes after formation of the dislocation array. From this argument and the depth dependent results from CL, we believe that the changes in island size are simultaneous with formation of the dislocation array.
In conclusion, we have shown two distinct types of InGaAs dot alignment in vicinal GaAs 
